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June Prize List
Our Prize list is of course missing this month due to our inability to
have a general meeting at the church.
Hope all are doing well and staying safe in this Covid infection time!

Please visit the Club Web Page for all the latest links and information
http://www.durhampc-usersclub.on.ca/
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- By Dan Delong

Windows 11 – Try it.
This is an invitation to club members who enjoy experimenting with bleeding edge
software (Fred, for example?). I’m thinking about Windows 11, which is now
available for testing. First, follow the link in the article (linked below) for
validating the hardware requirements. [Don’t bother even trying Win11 if your
machine cannot turn on the TPM (Trusted Platform Module, in BIOS).] If you
decide to try it out, how about writing a short article for either the Newsletter, or
the Featured Software article on the website? Don’t worry about the “BSOD”; the
‘blue screen of death’ is now black, rather than blue, in Windows 11.
A group of advanced software engineers have recently found a way to install
Windows 11 on a Windows phone, which may prescient a revival of such phones. Also,a new stable of apps will arrive
only from the Amazon Appstore. [NOTE: Windows 8.1 support ends January, 2023. Windows 10 support ends in
October 2025.]
https://www.engadget.com/windows-11-insider-preview-170004505.html

Microsoft Teams is upping the ante.
Skype is on the way out, with Windows 11. Teams/Spaces will take its
place. Teams has been chasing Zoom during the Covid crisis, by allowing
up to 300 people to share screens for up to 24 hours… for free. After the
pandemic subsides (date unknown), that number will reduce to 100 people
for 60 minutes, and one-to-one chats for up to 24 hours. These conditions
may change at any time. The paid version of Teams allows unlimited
numbers of shared screens and one hundred times more storage space per
user.
https://www.onmsft.com/feature/microsoft-teams-free-vs-microsoftteams-paid-whats-the-difference

Holographic Creation – Displayed with “Looking Glass Portrait”
Use any high definition camera, including a smart phone, to create a set of depth mapped images that are then imported
into the “Looking Glass Portrait” frame. The result is a convincing, moving, 3D image, viewable without glasses, by
anyone within ta 58 degree angle of the face of the screen. Between 40 and 100 images reflect and refract onto layers
inside the frame to create this magical effect. It works with video recordings as well. The final retail for this Kickstarter
project will be in the neighbourhood of $350. [No images accompany this item because one must see the sample videos
to grasp the effect.]

https://www.theverge.com/2020/12/3/22150437/holographic-display-looking-glassportrait-holograms-interactive-photos-videos
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The Premise App – not so innocent after all
I may have seen a few people using this app in grocery
stores, earning points (worth money) by typing in the prices
of goods on their phone. That seems innocent enough. But,
some national security agencies are also recruiting users, in a
clandestine manner, to spy for them, using Premise. With
Premise running, you may be asked to walk a certain route
while the app records WiFi or Cellphone IDs and locations.
While on vacation, you may be asked to walk the halls of a
building, not normally open to the public, taking a few
photos, while Premise uploads the images and records the
path taken. Premise has about 600,000 subscribers, mostly in
foreign lands. The United States Government rewards
Premise to the tune of five million dollars, for all this data. [As 5G wireless devices, when installed every few hundred
metres in urban areas, become numerous enough, such surveillance will be free.]
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-obscure-app-revolutionized-worlds-corporate-military-intelligence
The FBI tricked hundreds of criminals with their ANON app… an example of the beneficial use of invasive software: https://www.businessinsider.com/fbi-anom-chat-app-leads-800-suspected-organized-crime-arrests-2021-6
Furthermore, underground fibre optic cables can be use to sense above ground activity, determine the kind of activity
(walking, for example), and its location. How? Just as seismometers can locate and identify earthquakes and explosions
anywhere on the planet, minor variations in the light travelling through the glass fibre can be sensed by a second light
beam crossing through it. Depending on the frequency of disturbance sensed, such movements can be identified as a
person, a car, or heavy construction activity. The level of intensity of the frequency is used the measure distance.
https://www.wired.com/story/how-underground-fiber-optics-spy-on-humans-moving-above

Machine Learning Used to Aid Game Developers

Games strategy development has become so complex that testing for bugs and designing the right levels of difficulty
have become quite time consuming and expensive, when using human game players as beta testers. By switching to
Machine Leaning, AI players (agents) can show weaknesses in games far more quickly. Google Research is helping
game developers in this way.
https://ai.googleblog.com/2021/06/quickly-training-game-playing-agents.html
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Neurons making music is not really the main achievement of this research. Rather, it is the potential to better
understand the human brain; and, then, design treatments for autism and epilepsy, as well as build a better computerbrain interface. When electrical signals made by neurons are communicating amongst each other, these complicated
signals have been translated into musical notes by a computer. When in melodic form, it seems easier for a human
listener to interpret meaning.
https://www.theverge.com/22554050/neurons-music-brain-cells-neuroscience-science

ProjectQ - Quantum Computing’s Main Benefits
Even though vaccines against the Covid 19 virus were developed quicky, in
about one tenth the time taken for previous vaccines, Quantum computing
could do it in a matter of days, making such extraordinarily fast computing the
first line of defence against future pandemics. Also, as “smart” as AI
algorithms have become lately, they still suffer from the same biases as their
human creators. Quantum powered “algos” will not do that. They would, for
example, assess employees on merit, not by ethnicity or gender. Criminals
would find it harder to hide as well. Finally, have you noticed how much better
weather forecasting has become with the use of supercomputers? This is done
through sophisticated computer modelling. Adding in the Quantum factor
makes for modelling so compelling that predicting, not just weather, but
longer term climate change, accurately, would also be possible. Similarly, the
recommended solutions to fixing climate damage would no longer be political. The News section of the ProjectQ blog
–– contains many other futuristic, yet partially proven, advancements.
https://projectqsydney.com/3-ways-quantum-computing-will-make-our-lives-better/
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Wired Magazine covered this topic in an article. Since the recent spat of Russian cyber
ransom attacks were meant for larger businesses, it is unlikely individual club members
would ever become a target. But, have made any risky moves on the Internet? And that
includes releasing credit card information online? I have. Hence, I use only one card for
such purchases. (So far… so good.) I haven’t seen any suspicious charges on the card.
Google and Facebook accounts are often the starting target for hackers wanting to learn
enough about you to reproduce your persona online. However, both of these social
media services will immediately warn you about any outside login attempts.
[Haveibeenpwned and F-Secure’s identity checker are two ways to check for
suspicious activity.] Should your account become compromised or taken over, the host
service usually has an online method for regaining control. I have done this for a friend, with a lost MS account and a
forgotten Facebook login. It took some finagling, but it worked.
https://www.wired.com/story/how-to-know-if-youve-been-hacked-and-what-to-do-about-it

Mini-drone ejects from cell phone

The innards of cell phones have become so tiny that the Vivo Company plans to include a hidden mini-drone inside the
phone’s casing. The drone will have four propellers, two cameras, three infra-red sensors, and a battery. So far, it’s just
a patent drawing. Spies and private eyes will be buying it up in drones – erh…droves.
https://bgr.com/tech/this-crazy-smartphone-comes-with-a-built-in-camera-drone-5935835/
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Facemask Detects Covid
The wearer of this facemask is not sure she has, or has had, Covid 19, until the mask has been
worn for about 90 minutes. The miniaturized lab, on the side of the mask will send results to a
cell phone. The same chemical testing equipment can be sewn into clothing, to report on
pathogens or harmful chemicals in the environment. None have reached the manufacturing
stage yet. The full report is contained in a Nature Biotechnology article: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41587-021-00950-3
https://www.aboutpakistan.com/news/new-face-mask-prototype-can-detect-covid-19-infection/
“PrintNightMare” is the name given to the latest Windows vulnerability. It’s a serious hacker
exploit, currently in the wild, which can give the invader administrator privileges over your
computer and all connected systems. Since the fix has not yet been included in updates, look to
the link below for mitigation advice.
https://mobilesyrup.com/2021/07/02/microsoft-windows-printnightmare-security-vulnerabilityexploit/

Linux – Garuda Linux

By Alex Morrison

I like to use one of my spare Desktop PC’s to test different Linux systems to see what they offer.
My main PC is my Laptop which runs the very reliable PCLinux using KDE.
This week I am testing Garuda Linux. Garuda can be downloaded in several desktop layouts including KDE, XFCE,
GNOME, LXQT, WAFIRE, QTILE, BSPWM, I3WM and SWAY.
Garuda Linux can be found here --- > https://garudalinux.org/
What is interesting about Gaaruda Linux is the fact it offers a very interesting format structure for the hard drive.
Most Linux systems on installation favor ext4. Garuda uses btrfs. Garuda also offers to encrypt your drive if you want
that.
Garuda is one of a number of Arch Linux distibutions that are gaining favour on Distrowatch. My other spare PC runs
Manjaro Linux [another Arch distro] with the KDE desktop.
As a long time KDE user I tried Garuda KDE Dragonized version first. I ran in to a couple of issues with this version as
it offeed so many customizations that my PC started to stuble over.
To sove that issue I thought I would try something else – XFCE. XFCE is a somewhat simpler desktop experience.
The installation was quite detailed and easy to follow.
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During installation it offers users a choice of software that it thinks you might be wanting by way of a checklist. You
can select packages during installation or install anything you want after the installation.
On first boot a Setup Assistant appears to further help you configure your system. You can ignore it or follow through
the screens to pick and choose additional software and configuration options.
I encourage you to try Garuda.
The next image shows my desktop using XFCE.

Garuda has built in Timeshift backups accessible from the boot menu. Very useful if you somehow break your system.
Backups are taken automatically before any major updates. Backup files are highly compressed to save space.
The backup system snapshots appear as an option on the Grub boot screen. You are able to select a Timeshift backup
on boot when you need a recovery.
The backup recovers your operating system software files only not your personal Data. So when yor system fails to
start the backup is ready for you to use. You should always backup personal data seperately.
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A couple of other tools are Garuda Assistant and Garuda Welcome.
The Garuda Assistant is available from the start menu – a great tool for any user who hates the command line
[Konsole].
The next images inclue part of the Garuda Assistant and show a few of the interesting options most Linux systems hide
and make assesable only from the command line.

Garuda Welcome shown on the right image is available on start up but can be run as an app whenever you need it
It takes too many pages to show all the features offered by Garuda so I encourage you to try it out yourself.
Distrowatch is a webpage that lists Linux systems [distros] popular by time frames. Over the last 6 months Garuda has
moved up in popularity to #10. Other Arch based distibutions are Endeavour OS #4 and Manjaro #2.
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by Alex Morrison

http://lxer.com/ & http://www.linuxtoday.com/ https://9to5linux.com/
http://www.topix.com/tech/linux https://fossbytes.com/ https://www.techradar.com/

Some Pretty Useful Yum Command Tips & Tricks
(Jun 25, 2021, 19:00) (0 talkbacks)
Yum command in Linux is the default package manager for RPM packages on RHEL &
CentOS. Learn some uncommon, useful commands here.

How to Install and Use Tilix Terminal Emulator in Linux
(Jun 25, 2021, 15:00) (0 talkbacks)
Tilix is an open-source advanced Linux terminal emulator that uses GTK+ 3. Learn to install
and use it here.

Proton 6.3-5 Adds Support for Civilization VI, Far Cry, Dark Devotion, and
More
0 Comments

Proton 6.3-5 is now available for download with support for Civilization VI, Far Cry, Dark
Devotion, Might & Magic: Clash of Heroes, Pro Cycling Manager 2020, and many other
games.

elementary OS 6 Beta 2 Polishes the Installer UI, Adds More Flatpak Apps
1 Comment

elementary OS 6 Beta 2 is now available for public testing with a more polished installer,
more Flatpak apps, improved notifications systems, and various other interesting
changes.
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How To View The Contents Of An Archive Or Compressed File In Linux



ostechnix.com; By Senthilkumar (Posted by ostechnix on Jun 27, 2021 11:28 AM EST)
Story Type: Tutorial; Groups: Linux

This tutorial teaches you how to view the contents of an archive or compressed file without extracting it in 10
different ways in Linux.




Full story
Read more
0 threads and 0 posts

How to Schedule Cron Jobs in Linux With Crontab
 Bytexd.com; By EdXD (Posted by bytexd on Jun 27, 2021 3:04 AM EST)
 Story Type: Tutorial; Groups: Linux
In this tutorial, we will be learning how to use the Crontab command to schedule tasks and edit already
existing schedules.
 Full story
 Read more
 0 threads and 0 posts

This month’s Free Wallpaper is one of the desktop wallpapers featured on Garuda Linux.
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Sudoku
July 2021

by Alex Morrison

A Trio of Puzzles again this month – Enjoy
EASY

Sudoku
The game boards on this page were produced using
Sudokuki on Manjaro 64 Bit running KDE 5 Plasma.
The objective is to fill in the missing numbers ensuring that
every 3 X 3 grid has the numbers 1 through 9 with no
repeats and every full column or row has the numbers 1
through 9 again with no repeats.
If you have troubles solving the puzzles send an email to
me and I will send you the solution.
Have fun! Alex

MEDIUM

IF you don’t Like Sudoku puzzles – try these pages
https://www.boatloadpuzzles.com/playcrossword
http://www.freegames.net/puzzle-games.html
https://www.cryptograms.org/play.php

HARD
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by Fred Fernbach

Hackers Erasing Western Digital Hard Drives Remotely
Hackers have found a way to hack Western Digital Hard Drives
remotely.
They hack WD My Book NAS and WD My Book Storage Devices.
Hackers Hijack WD My Book Live app or Tools and manage to erase
data. It is recommended to upgrade firmware to avoid getting hacked.
Even Hackers can seize your data by ransomware or other ways of
accessing remotely via the Internet to access your Western Digital
Storage devices and say bye-bye to your data.
Security News This Week: Hackers Are Erasing Western Digital Hard Drives Remotely
Amazon acquires Wickr, the Senate holds up CISA, and more of the week’s top security news.
ANDY GREENBERG LILY HAY NEWMANSECURITY06.26.2021 09:08 AM
Western Digital My Book Storage Devices Are Being Remotely Erased
The whole point of using a network-attached storage device is to have a hard drive where you can back up important
data and then access the files over the internet while you're out and about.
But unknown hackers are turning Western Digital My Book NAS hard drives into nightmare backup tools by
compromising users' devices and then deleting all the data from them.
The My Books are controlled by an app, WD My Book Live, which allows customers to access their data remotely
and manage their NAS. But users worldwide are reporting that their devices have been hijacked and wiped.
When they attempt to log in and gain access, the remote management dashboard says “Invalid password.” Western
Digital told Bleeping Computer in a statement that it is actively investigating the situation. So far, though, victims
who have lost data are simply out of luck. The devices in question are at least six years old and received their most
recent firmware update in 2015. “
Western Digital has determined that some My Book Live devices are being compromised by malicious software. In
some cases, this compromise has led to a factory reset that appears to erase all data on the device," the company said.
"At this time, we recommend you disconnect your My Book Live from the Internet to protect your data on the
device."
You can read more: https://www.wired.com/story/western-digital-hard-drives-erased-amazon-wickr-securitynews/#intcid=_wired-homepage-right-rail_e557115c-4cb6-4c9f-abca-1af6b7e27592_popular4-1
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by Peter Camilleri

Hello, my name is Peter Camilleri and I am very happy to be taking on my duties as
President of the Durham Personal Computer Users Club. I want to start by expressing my
gratitude for the excellent work done by past President Fred Fernbach. He has led the
club well and I am glad to say that he will be continuing on in the role of program
director.
Since I am new to this job, it might be useful to say a little about my background. I am an
embedded systems programmer by trade and have worked with computers since I built
my first one in 1978. Over the years I have had the opportunity to work on many
interesting engineering projects in several companies and as an independent contractor. In
that time, I have learned more extinct computer systems and languages than I should
admit, but I fear, the grey hair gives me away so there's no point trying to hide it.
I always enjoyed working with engineers of many disciplines. I tried to view the system
as a whole, even the parts outside my own area of coding. It gave me insights into the
task at hand, and sometimes, an extra pair of eyes can see potential problems before the
become more serious. As interesting as the technical stuff was, I can say that my
favourite part of all has been the wonderful people I have worked with.
This is why I have especially enjoyed the two talks I have given to our group, and look
forward to the third talk, on the Raspberry PI is slated for June 2021. The encouragement
and positive feedback of the club make all the research and hard work worthwhile.
Furthermore, I have several ideas, still under development, for the coming year, so you
will be seeing more of me than just my role as M.C. and President.
I hope to serve you all well, and thank you for your support.
Peter Camilleri, President DPCUC.
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SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS {SIG’s}

Special Interest Groups are
for members only.

Special Interest Groups
Details

SIG’s are really free
monthly
seminars with question and
answer sessions following
the presentation(s)

BEGINNER

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge
Location: Call for Location
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 3rd Thursday of month 7:00 PM

LINUX

Members of SIG’s enjoy a
feeling of community and
share common goals and
interests.

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge

Durham Linux User Group Location: OSCC 43 John St W
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 1st Thursday of month 7:00 PM

Digital Camera Group

Most SIG’s are informal and
members who attend them
set the agenda for the
meeting based on their own
needs.

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge
Location: Call for Location
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 4th Thursday of each month at 7:00PM

New ideas for SIG groups
are welcome.

DPCUC
EXECUTIVE
2020-2021

President
Peter Camilleri
peter.c.camilleri@gmail.com
289-928-1579
Vice-President
Anne Delong
annedelong@timetraces.com
905-623-6975
Secretary
Mark Hunter
mark.s.hunter6605@gmail.com 905-924-2196
Treasurer
Allan Francis
alelainef@sympatico.ca
905-576-0481
Membership
David Odynski
odynskid@sympatico.ca
905-576-6325
Librarian
Dan Delong
dandelong@timetraces.com
905-623-6975
Program Director Fred Fernbach frederic-fernbach@outlook.com
905-665-1100
Advertising Director
TBA
Newsletter Editor
Alex Morrison dpcuc@rogers.com
905-579-1560
Director at Large
David Swain
david@swainracing.com
905-985-5201
Director at Large
Bob Bell
bob@rgbell.ca
905 -571-6748
Director at Large
Ed Goudge
edgoudge@yahoo.com
905-926-9003

HOME PAGE
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--- http://www.durhampc-usersclub.on.ca/

PC Monitor is the official publication of the Durham
Personal Computer Users’ Club and is published
monthly at Oshawa, Ontario. The DPCUC mailing
address is
PMB # 110, 27-1300 King St East,
Oshawa, ON L1H8J4.
The PC Monitor cannot be responsible for errors or
inaccuracies in the content, although efforts will be
made to publish information accurately.

The deadline for articles and information is 10 days
following the monthly meeting. Late submissions may
not be published due to tight schedules. Submit articles
by email to the editor at alexmor@teksavvy.com
Articles should be submitted in Word Format using
Times New Roman as the preferred Font.

